David Lee
Inventor, Humorist, Entrepreneur, Visionary
Are you looking for an entertaining, unique and insightful guest for your radio
or podcast show? David Lee has been inspiring men and women around the
globe for decades with his insightful view of life. Your audiences will experience
transformational thinking after hearing what David Lee has to say.

About David Lee
Often referred to as the man of many
Visions, David Lee, is the quirky, visionary,
inspirational creator of the absurdly insightful
collection of amusing messages, True Fortunes.

The Perfect Radio, Podcast and Television show guest
David Lee is a highly creative, forward thinking entrepreneur. Refusing to
believe age is a factor in one’s vibrancy, David is still going strong as he
moves closer to his ninth decade on this earth.

A man of many talents, experiences, skills that he utilized in a diverse career
David Lee’s colorful career spans over six decades
spanning six decades, David Lee is a perfect guest for your show.
and includes an array of expertise including designer,
marriage and family therapist, hypnotherapist, inventor,
marketing executive, mechanical engineer and entrepreneur.
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David’ background includes supervising the mechanical design
of the rocket engine for Lunar Excursion Module that landed the
first astronauts on the moon. Additionally, he designed a
hermetically-sealed explosive release mechanism for satellites.
His contributions are not limited to the United States. David designed
the hermetically-sealed damper for London’s Millennium Bridge with
Infinite life that was used to control pedestrian-induced vibrations on the
bridge. Before the installation of the dampers the bridge swayed so much that
It could not be used.
Not satisfied with using his talents only for lunar travel and safe bridges, David
invented a system for supporting the inertial systems of ships to protect them from
depth charge-induced shock, thus allowing them to retain very precise alignment.
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His talents didn’t go unnoticed with his design of the talking mechanism for the Chatty
Cathy Doll, a favorite for children from 1959 – 1965. Chatty Cathy was the first-ever talking doll.
Born and raised in Chicago, Illinois, David migrated to California to attend California Institute of
Technology (Cal Tech) in Pasadena in 1948, where he received a Bachelor of Science degree in
Mechanical Engineering.
During that time, he was married and subsequently had three children. Years later, he would continue
his education at the University of Southern California (USC) from which he obtained a Ph. D in mechanical
engineering, and much later a Master’s degree in Counselor Education. While at USC, he was a member of
the Alpha Sigma Lambda Scholarship Society.
In 1970 David Lee became a Marriage and Family Therapist receiving his degree from USC. He opened a private
practice in Beverly Hills, counseling individuals and couples.
Feeling the urge to go deeper into his work with private clients, David became a licensed hypnotherapist in order to
use hypnotherapy in his practice. This led to him create and produce a series of “Guided Relaxation” audio tapes
which his audiences everywhere affectionately called True Fortunes. For an entertaining, informative, brilliant and creative
featured expert, David Lee is the one to call.

www.TrueFortunes.com
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The Happiness Handbook
Author, David Lee, is a man who defied the odds to
become a rocket scientist, inventor, therapist, and most
importantly, a happy person.
True happiness means going to sleep at night pleased and
content with the day’s activities. It means waking up feeling
refreshed and eager to get started. It also means taking
pleasure in the everyday things that happen all day long,
especially the relationships you have with others.
If you are stressed out, unhappy, stuck, or feeling hopeless,
the information in this book can change your life! Full of
concrete, well-researched information as well as a touch of
humor, The Happiness Handbook will give you the tools
and encouragement needed to improve your life, not just
for today, but for the rest of your life!
Available on Amazon.com

P e o p l e L O V E Tr u e F o r t u n e s
‘’With close to nine decades of living an amazing life, David Lee’s perspective is always fresh, somewhat quirky, often humorous and always
on time. With a desire to continually transform the way people view their daily lives, David created True Fortunes’’.
‘’You never know what you're gonna get with a true fortune. It might just be a moment of amusement, or it might really make you think
and change your entire day. Either way, they're always fun’’.
JB
‘’I so look forward to seeing my daily True Fortunes in my email. A good laugh, a rare gem, or sometimes a thought provoking idea. Such a
treat! Thanks David’’
LW
‘’There's nothing like waking up to a true fortune. It either gives me a good chuckle or it gives me something to ponder. Thanks David’’.
CM
‘’Haven't thanked you enough for your daily messages - so relevant, comforting, inspiring, funny!’’
Onik
‘’I want to take this opportunity to tell you how much I appreciate each and every one of your True Fortunes! Every day I look forward
to receiving your priceless words of wisdom. They have helped me in my travel through life, more than you will ever know. Thank you’’.
Verna
‘’I would love to recommend your happy, positive, silly, funny and most of all meaningful messages to everyone! They cheer me up and
make me laugh just when I least expect it and I like to thank you for that David’’
You are the best for taking the time to make us happy!!!!

www.TrueFortunes.com
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